HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

From all of us at ACSP, we wish you a happy and healthy holiday season!

Donna, Nicole, Stephanie, Damien & Camden

ACSP 2022 Call for Volunteers: Submissions Due January 11, 2022
ACSP Remembers Paul Niebanck (1934-2021): View Remembrances From Colleagues and Friends
INCLUSION + Allies Presents Queer & Present Danger: View Webinar Here
GPEIG & FWIG Elect New Leadership: View Results Here (Click on Individual Interest Group)
Member News

The Ohio State University:
- Special Virtual Issue on High-Speed Rail & the Environment for Transportation
- Harley Etienne Joins the Knowlton School City & Regional Planning Faculty
- Call for Papers - 2022 Ohio State PhD Real Estate & Housing Conference

University of Wisconsin-Madison: Urban Planning Students Develop Green Recommendations for UW-Madison Fleet

Association Contributor News

American Planning Association: 2022 Student Awards Submissions
Kauffman Foundation: Request for Proposals
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy: Registration Open: 2022 Consortium for Scenario Planning Conference

Other News

Call for Papers: Special Issue on Housing Sustainability
Call for Applications: 2022 Emerging Scholars

Recent Jobs

Capital Projects & Construction: Director, Capital Projects & Construction
East Carolina University: Assistant Professor in Coastal or Environmental Planning | Job ID 936410
Northeastern University School of Public Policy and Urban Affairs: Professor & Director - School of Public Policy and Urban Affairs
The University of Hong Kong: Tenure-Track Associate Professor/Assistant Professor in Healthy Cities
The University of Texas at Arlington: Assistant/Associate Professor in Planning
Tulane School of Architecture: Tenure-track Assistant or Associate Professor of Real Estate Development
University of California San Diego: Urban Studies and Planning Assistant Professor (Latinx Cluster Hiring Initiative)
University of Cincinnati: Assistant/Associate Professor in Urban Design and Planning, College of DAAP
University of Pennsylvania: Assistant or Associate Professor, Spatial Analytics
University of Southern California: Professor of Transportation Engineering Practice
University of Virginia School of Architecture: Postdoctoral Research Associate, Mellon Program in Race, Place, and Equity - University of Virginia School of Architecture
University of Wisconsin - Stevens Point (UWSP), College of Natural Resources (CNR): Lecturer/Instruction
Join ACSP in congratulating Anne Brown, University of Oregon, winner of the 2021 Rising Scholar Award. Brown is featured as part of our "A Closer Look" series. Click below to read more.

Whether you are looking for a planning job or have an open position and looking for the ideal candidate - the ACSP Career Center is the resource for you! Visit jobs.acsp.org or click below.

Dahbyul Lee, Dong-eui University, South Korea, is the winner of the Chester Rapkin Award for the Best Paper in the JPER. Learn more about Lee and her award winning paper by clicking below.

---

**ACSP Dates & Deadlines**

**DECEMBER**

December 24: ACSP Office Will Be Closed - Re-Opening January 3, 2022

**JANUARY**

January 3: ACSP Office Re-opens

January 11: [2022 Call for Volunteers Applications Due](#)

---

**Thank You to Our Year-Round Sponsors**

**Alliance Sponsor:**

**Core Sponsors:**

**Association Sponsor:**